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• Chapter- 2 

Autonomy of Language 

2.0 The Concept of Autonomy 

'A 
bio-ethical 

utonomy', means independence, freedom, free will, 

self-government, self-rule and self-determination. 

It is an important concept in moral, political, and 

philosophy. In moral and political philosophy, 

'autonomy' means the basis for determining moral responsibility 

for one•s actions. In Politics, the concept 'autonomy' is used to 

refer to the self-governing of a person. In this context, only 

governments and its people are autonomous. In ethics, 

autonomy refers to a person•s capacity for self-determination in 

the context of moral choices. In metaphysical philosophy, the 

concept 'autonomy' is understood in discussions about free will, 

fatalism, determinism, and agency. 

Let us define the concept 'autonomy' with reference to our 

social life and context. That our lives are self-directed means we 

choose the ways of life and we take responsibility for how they 

go. In that sense, Michael Walzer comments "we are the owners, 

.. not [only] of one•s body but of one•s character, qualities, and 

action."1 Therefore, the influence of autonomy is noticeable 

today in discussions of democracy and of liberalism. To define 

1 Walzer,Michael.,(l983)Spheres of justice:A defense of Pluralism and Equality, Basic Books, 

New York:, p. 298. 
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the autonomous nature of a man, Jennifer Nedelsky, says, "The 

most perfectly autonomous man is thus the most perfectly 

isolated."2 Jack Crittenden in his article, The Social Nature of 

Autonomy argues "Autonomy is social because we can only be 

autonomous when we know we are acting autonomously; and we 

can only know that when we give an account to others of how 

we arrived at a decision or action." 3 

J. N. Gray observes, in spite of the clear literal meaning of 

autonomy as "self-ruled," that there is "a deep obscurity in the 

concept of autonomy itself,'4 and not the least reason for this, he 

claims, is the presence of two divergent conceptions of 

autonomy. One, described as Aristotelian, is a closed concept 

"compatible only with a fairly narrowly defined range of ways of 

life. "5 According to this observation, except specific choices lead 

to human flourishing they cannot be considered autonomous 

choices. Hence, choices will soon be restricted to those that 

consistently provide demonstrable human flourishing. Gray rules 

out this restricted-range conception because "we have no reason 

to suppose that the choices of autonomous man will converge on 

any single way of life"6
• The opposite conception of autonomy, 

according to Gray, is the Kantian view, "primarily a formal, 

procedural, and open concept: it desiderates the general 

conditions of any respect-worthy choice. Such a choice, if it is to 

2 Anthony Arblaster,(1984),The Rise and Decline of Western Liberalism , Basil 

Blackwell,Oxford. p.22 
3 Crittenden, Jack (1993) "The Social Nature of Autonomy," The Review of Politics, Vol. 55, No. 

I. Winter, pp. 35-65. 
4 Gray, J., (1983)"Political Power, Social Theory, and Essential Contestability", pp. 89, in Miller, 

D. & Siedentop, L., The Nature of Political Theory, Clarendon Press, Oxford. 
5 Ibid., p. 87. 
6 Ibid. p. 88. 
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be autonomous, must be rational"7 This conception presents two 

qualities most frequently cited as defining autonomy: (a) 

rationality and (b) choice, though neither quality alone is 

sufficient. Gray says "autonomous agent must also have 

distanced himself in some measure from the conventions of his 

social environment and from the influences of the persons 

surrounding him. His actions express principles and policies 

which he has himself approved by a process of critical 

reflection. "8 It is self-reflectivity that provides the critical 

distance. Diana Meyers argues that personal autonomy "requires 

living in harmony wi~h one's . . . true--one's authentic--self"9
. 

Self-reflectivity, in this view, is essential for understanding of 

one's authentic self, for Meyers does not see the authentic self 

as static. Rather, it is the result of an introspective process 

whereby the person evaluates and adjusts commitments, wants, 

and beliefs according to the kind of self, she takes herself to be. 

If we look back in Kantian Ethics, we find that in 

philosophy, Kant himself first used the term 'Autonomy' as a free 

will of a moral agent. Freedom means missing barriers or 

obstructions in our actions that are in any way exterior to our 

will. Here, we (an agent) require utilizing a law to guide our 

decisions and this law must come to us only by an act of our own 

will. Kant maintains that the rational being - exists as an end in 

himself and not merely as a means to be used by this or that will 

as its will. Whenever he acts in ways directed towards himself or 

towards other rational beings, a person serves as a means to 

7 Ibid. p. 86 
8 Ibid. p.24 
9 Meyers, Diana.,(l989), Self, Society, and Personal Choice, New York: Columbia University. 

Paperback, p. 19 
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whatever end his action aims at; but he must always be 

regarded as also an end. According to him rational beings are 

called 'persons', because their nature already marks them out as 

ends in themselves (i.e. as not to be used merely as means) -

which makes such a being an object of respect, and something 

that sets limits to what anyone can choose to do. He says 

rational nature exists as an end in itself. Human beings 

necessarily think of their own existence in this way, which means 

that the principle holds as a subjective principle of human 

actions. But every other rational being also thinks of his 

existence on the same rational ground. So here is the practical 

imperative: Act in such a way as to treat humanity, whether in 

your own person or in that of anyone else, always as an end and 

never merely as a means. 

Kant asserts that rational beings are in themselves 

supreme ends; and just because both of these are categorical, 

their commanding authority owes nothing to any action-driver 

involving one's interests. Man is bound by his duty to laws; Kant 

holds that man is bound to act in accordance with his own will, 

which is designed by nature to be a giver of universal law. 

Rationality, pulls or pushes him to obey the law - his will has to 

be constrained to act thus and so by something else - because 

the law hasn't arisen from his will. He is doing his duty from a 

certain interest. It might be the person's own interest or 

someone else's; this self-imposition of the moral law is 

recognised by him as the principle of autonomy of the will, which 

is totally different from heteronomy. 'Autonomy' is the Greek 

term, which means 'self law'. Kant used the term as 'self 
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governed' and heteronomy means 'other governed'. 10 To him, 

every rational being as one who must regard himself as giving 

universal law through all the maxims of its will, so as to judge 

himself and his actions from this standpoint. All rational beings 

stand under the law that each of them should treat himself and 

all others never merely as a means but in every case also as an 

end in himself. A rational being is a member of the realm of ends 

if he gives universal laws in it while also being subject to those 

laws. He is sovereign in the realm of ends if, as law-giving, he 

isn't subject to anyone else's will. A rational being must always 

regard himself as law-giving in a realm of ends that is possible 

only through the freedom of the will, and this holds whether he 

belongs to the realm as a member or as sovereign. Being 

sovereign in the realm of ends isn't a matter of choice; to be 

sovereign a rational being must be completely independent of 

everything else, having no needs, and having unlimited power, 

adequate to his will. So the morality of any action is constituted 

by how the action relates to the law-giving through which alone 

a realm of ends is possible. But this law-giving must be found in 

every rational being, which arise from his will. So the principle 

that drives his will is: never to act on a maxim that couldn't 

consistently be a universal law, and thus to act only so that the 

will could regard itself as giving universal law through maxim. It 

is only through morality that a rational being can be a law-giving 

member in the realm of ends; so it is only through morality that 

a rational being can be an end in himself. So, morality and 

humanity so far as it is capable of morality, are the only things 

that have worth. For a rational being has no value except what 

University Press,, p. 31-32 

2JfjG18 
I l JUN 2009 
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the law confers on it. The law-giving that confers all value must 

therefore have worth. Autonomy is thus the basis for the worth 

of human nature and of every rational nature. Here Kant accepts 

the universal formulation of the categorical imperative: Act in 

accordance with a maxim that can at the same time make itself 

a universal law. Kant accepts that we are following our own law 

and we have autonomy when we accept the categorical 

imperative; otherwise we fall into heteronomy, or the (free) 

acceptance of principles whose content is determined 

independently of the essential nature of our own ultimate being, 

which is natural. 

On the other hand if we discuss the Indian politics, we 

would find out that the father of the nation i.e. Mahatma Gandhi 

talked about individual freedom and human rights. Ronald J. 

Terchek, in his paper, Gandhi: Struggling for Autonomy, relates 

this to the idea of autonomy: "In defending an autonomous life, 

Gandhi speaks to individuals not only about what they are due 

but also about the duties they owe each other." For Gandhi, 'the 

true source of rights is duty. If we all discharge our duties, rights 

will not be far to seek.' This is the crucial point: autonomy 

implies and demands individuality and a healthy spirit of 

separation or privacy. Gandhi, however, conceives of autonomy 

as being incomplete without a civic sense of political and social 

obligation. Gandhi seldom used the term, but he conceived of it 

in the strict political and not moral sense, as in the autonomy of 

a state. Terchek, however, attributes to Gandhi a sense of moral 

autonomy without quoting him on this usage. He writes, for 

example, that "autonomy, for Gandhi, requires two sorts of 
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struggle, one internal and the other external" .11 This sounds like 

what Gandhi repeatedly said about his concept of swaraj, which 

he defined as "self-rule" in two senses, both control of the inner 

self and also political sovereignty. 

2.1 What is language? 

Language, which we posses, is the most commonly used 

and most highly developed form or tool of human 

communication. All human societies belong to a linguistic 

community. The cognitive skill or language acquisition gives the 

human species a powerful advantage over others. The linguists 

use the term 'language' to consider a kind of specifically human 

phenomenon. The word language is intimately related to the 

word "tongue". The Greek word 'logos' describes human speech. 

The word 'logos' meant a faculty of human being and it is the 

power of thought or speech. To distinguish between man and 

animal, the Greeks use the term aloga for animals. Even though, 

animals do not possess the same kind of connected chain of 

ideas, they can express their feelings like hunger, pain, anger 

etc. 

Language has many different purposes to fulfill. It is a 

system for expression of our thoughts, feelings, etc., by the use 

of spoken sounds or conventional symbols. 12 Language is all 

about communication. Hence, language is the only 

communicative instrument in our society. Listening and 

understanding, reading, writing and talking are all apart of 

11 Terchek, Ronald J. (1998) Gandhi: Struggling for Autonomy. Lanham, MD: Rowman & 

. Littlefield.p.43 
12 Sinclair, J. M. (1998), Collins English Dictionary (4th ed.) Harper Collins Publishers 
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language, however it is also very important to include nonverbal 

communication, for example, sign language and symbolism 

(otherwise known as semiotic) where humans decode symbols, 

which portray a certain meaning. Language is one of a range of 

symbolic systems with which human beings express and 

manipulate their worlds. 13 A language is a system of arbitrary 

symbols and rules to use to manipulate them. 

The best way to understand the different characteristics of 

language is to break it down into its smallest units, and then 

work upwards. First, language can be broken down into small 

units of sound, called phonemes. A phoneme might be "nnn" or 

"eee". Phonemes can be joined together to make a morpheme, 

which might be a short word or a prefix or suffix. Morphemes are 

meaningful linguistic units that cannot be divided further into 

smaller meaningful parts. 

As per Indian thought, no grammarian is free from the 

usages of language denoting a particular meaning or object 

which the common people accept only as the main function of 

language. In order to set up an artificial language, PaQini has 

developed one which is known as technical terms in Ad. PaQini 

maintains that the language is a total and integrated system. He 

assigns much importance lo its parts as words existing in the 

total structure of language and not islolately or independently. 

The sentence is the core item of derivational process in PaQini. 

This process starts with sentence and ends in sentence 

construction. His grammar had been written 2500 years ago and 

it is the most comprehensive and exact grammar of the Sanskrit 

language. It developed grammatical concepts like zero form to 

13 Makin, L., Campbell, J. & Diaz, C. J. Gregg, J. (ed), (1995), One childhood many 

languages. Harper Educational Publishers. Pymble, Australia. pXX 
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express a grammatical meaning, thematic roles for nouns in a 

sentence that underlie case relations; analytical methods like 

rules that apply vacuously, rules that generate words; and form 

of grammar where rules are ordered in their operational 

sequence. These ideas are applicable beyond Sanskrit to any 

human language; all such language-independent ideas may not 

be valid today, but these are the steps towards our 

understanding of the human language. Par:tini's grammar is 

inaugurated a grammatical tradition, which extended the 

grammatical inquiry into philosophical and epistemological 

questions. PaQini formulates about 4,000 rules which together 

form a complete and extremely compact generative grammar of 

Sanskrit. Ad or A$faka, as has been named by Yudhil?thira 

Mimamsaka, is considered to be a unique landmark of .Sanskrit 

grammar and is the greatest contribution. The Ad consists of 

3,959 sDtras (sDtrani) distributed along eight chapters, each of 

which is subdivided into four sections or padas (padani). 

The first two sutras are as follows: 

1.1.1 v{l1dhi(l, at-aic 

1.1.2 at-en, guoa/J 

In these sDtras, the capital letters are special meta

linguistic symbols; they are called IT markers. The c and n refer 

to Siva SDtras 4 and 3, respectively, where the same markers 

occur, forming what is known as the pratyaharas aic, en. They 

denote the list of phonemes {ai, au} and {e, o} respectively. 

The T appearing in both sDtras is also an IT marker: It is defined 

in sDtra 1.1. 7014 as indicating that the preceding phoneme is not 

representing a list, but a single phoneme, encompassing all 

14 Taparastatkiilasya [The letter which has 't' after or before it, besides referring to its own form, 

refers to those homogeneous letters which have the same prosodiallength or time] 
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supra-segmental features such as accent and nasality. For 

further example it can be said that at and at represent {a} and 

{a}. Therefore, the two siltras consist of a term, followed by a 

list of phonemes; the final interpretation of the two sutras above 

is thus: 

1.1.1: the technical term vtifdhi denotes the phonemes {a, 

ai, au}15
• 

·1.1.2: the technical term gu(la denotes the phonemes {a, 

e, o}16. 

Here, gu(la and vtifdhi are the terms for the full and the 

lengthened ablaut grades, respectively. 

Pal)ini's Ad can be comprehended only with the help of 

some related texts. These are Siva Siltras (a brief but highly 

organised list of phonemes), the Dhatupafha, Ga(lapa/ha, 

U(ladipa{ha, Phi(siltra and Liriganusasana. Ad begins with a set 

of fourteen siltras which are either called Mahesvara-siltras. The 

objective transfered by these siltras 

abbreviatory forms- pratyaharas. 

Siva Siitras 

is the forming of 

The Siva Siltras describe a phonemic notational system in 

the fourteen initial lines preceding the Ad. The notational system 

introduces different clusters of phonemes that serve special roles 

in the morphology of Sanskrit, which have been referred to, 

throughout the text. Each cluster, called a pratyahara ends with 

a dummy sound called an anubandha (the so called IT index), 

which acts as a symbolic referent for the list. Within the main 

15 v(ddhiradaic-[li, ai, au are called v(ddhi] 
16 Adeil gul}a(l- [a, e, o are called gu(la. 
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text, these clusters, referred through the anubandhas, are 

related to various grammatical functions. 

Dhatupatha 

In the Ad, Pal)ini has discussed on ten groups of Dhatu 

(roots) along with their vikara(las. The dhatupa(ha is a lexicon 

of Sanskrit verbal roots. Dhatupa(ha is categorised by the ten 

present classes of Sanskrit, i.e. the roots are grouped by the 

form of their stem in the present tense. 

The ten present classes of Sanskrit are: 

1. bhuv-adaya[l (root-full grade thematic presents) 

2. ad-adaya[l (root presents) 

3. ju-ho-ti-adaya[l (reduplicated presents) 

4. div-adaya[l (ya thematic presents) 

5. su-adaya[l (nu presents) 

6. tuda--adaya[l (root-zero grade thematic presents) 

7. rudh-adaya[l (n-infix presents) 

8. tan--adaya[l (no presents) 

9. kri-adaya[l (ni presents) 

10. cur-adaya[l (aya presents, causatives) 

Gal}apatha 

The ga(KJpa(ha is a list of groups of primitive nominal 

stems. These gai}CJs are again sub-divided into two divisions. 

Some have a definite number while the other has no such 

restriction. ga(la means a group, which have been selected by 

the Grammarians. A name was assigned to the first word and 

then the other words of group were followed by using adi to it. 

By doing this, the repetitive job of counting and naming all the 

words could be avoided.Pal)ini has uses this Ga(KJpa(ha as 
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technical device in order to bring brevity as well as clarity while 

explaining the nominal stems. He has used 222 gal}as in his Ad. 

UQadipatha 

These sutras introduce affixes to derive nominal stems. 

Two sections such as pafkapadJ and dasapadJ are found. This 

section helps much to attain pratipadikatva and prayogarhatva 

of words which are not otherwise derived. 

PaQini has introduced two aphorisms in connection with 

U!Jadi, such as ul}lidayo bahulam17 and 

tabhayamanytrol}lidaya/}. 18 The first rule accepts that the affixes 

UIJ etc., is introduced after verb. Thus, v'kr+u!J, from which the 

word 'karu' is derived- means an artisan. The second rule asserts 

that ul}lidi affixes can also be introduced to denote karakas 

other than sampradana and apadana. These two rules in the 

sutrapa(ha presupposed U!Jadi. 

Phitsiitra 

This is a small treatise dealing with the rules of 

accentuation of linguistic criteria. In order to attain the 

derivational process smoothly PaQini has placed the aphorisms 

like adyudattal}, pratyayal}, prasca, anudattal}, suppitau etc. 

Liriganusasana 

The text Uriganusasana consists of about two hundred 

aphorisms which attribute the gender to nominal stems 

according to their meaning and structure. 

17 P.l.3.3.1, A~iidhyiiyi of Pii(lini (vol. I& II) edited and translated into English by Srisa Chandra 

Basu, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1962. 
18 1bid. P.l.3.4.75 
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The first quarter of the first chapter of Ad contains sarhjfia 

and paribhii$i1 ; the second quarter of it presents atidesa, 

sariljfia, paribha$ii and asiwa prakara(18; the third quarter 

contains sariljfia, paribha$ii, and the rules for the upagraha; and 

in the fourth quarter, we find sariljfias only. As per our tradition, 

we can classify six types of rules with reference to the verse 

given below: 

Sariljfia ca paribha$ii ca vidhirniyama eva ca 

Atidesodhikarasca $i1f/Vidhari7 siltra lak$CJ(lam 

These rules are- Sarhjfia siltras (definitions/ technical 

rules), paribha$ii siltras (rules of interpretation or application), 

vidhi siltra (operational rules), niyam siltra( restriction rules), 

atideso sOtra (extension rules), and adhikara siltra (heading 

rules).Besides these rules, here are other rules e.g. ni~dha 

sOtras(negation rules), nipata sOtras (adhoc rules) etc. All these 

rules can be classified into two categories: operational and 

applicational. These two groups of rules in turn can be 

subdivided into utsarga(general) and apavada (exception) rules. 

Let us define them in detail-

1. Sarhjfia siltras (Technical rules): rules that assign a 

particular item to a grammatical criterion. 

2. paribha$ii siltras (Interpretive rules): Rules which 

can regulate the proper functions of interpretation as well as 

application. 

3. vidhi sOtra (operational rules): Rules that assign an 

operation to be performed. 

4. niyama sOtras (restriction rules): Which controls the 

scope of given rule. 
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5. atidesa siJtras (extension rules) : Which expands the 

scope of a given entity usually by allowing the transfer of certain 

properties which were, otherwise, not available. 

6. adhikara siJtras (heading rules): Rules which 

introduce a domain of rules sharing a common topic. 

7. ni$f2dha siJtras (negation rules): Rules which counter 

an otherwise positive provision of a given rule. 

8. nipata siJtras(adhoc rules): Rules which provide 

forms to be treated as derived even though derivational process 

are missing. 

Apart from these siJtras, Pal)ini formulated his pratyahara 

siJtras, which nieans, the comprehension of several letters or 

affixes into one syllable, effected by combining the first letter of 

a siJtra with its final indicatory letter or, in the case of several 

siJtras, with the final letter of the last member; thus, a!}. is the 

prtyahara of siJtra aiu(Ju ; ac of the four siJtras : aiu(J, ltk, aoil, 

aioc, hal of the consonants and a/ of all letters. These rules are 

used to assign a structural analysis to a sentence which already 

exists. If we wish to express "I shall go," Pal)ini's grammar leads 

us through a series of selections to the forms gamiwami or 

gantasmi. 

Pal)ini mentions several technical terms which indicate 

great intellectual powers of his formulation. These are- Anuvrtti, 

Taddhita, U(Bdi suffixes, Ktrfanta etc . 

. ·After Pal)ini, Bhartrhari upholds the view that language has 

its own ontological status. For him, in the ontological sense, 

language is identical with Brahman or Ultimate Reality .19 

19 VP.I.l 

Aniidinidharh Brahma Sabdatattvarh Yadak$raml 

Vivartyate 'arthabhiivena PrakfYii J agato yata/:111 
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According to him, beginningless or endless are the nature of the 

Sabdabrahman or Sabdatattva, this is the Ultimate Reality of this 

Universe. All the objects as well as cosmos are manifested from 

it. This Ultimate Reality is one, but manifests itself as many due 

to its various powers. Even though it is not different from its 

powers, it appears to be different. 

According to Iyer "The central idea in Bhartrhari's 

philosophy is that the Ultimate Reality is the nature of the word 

which presupposes consciousness. "20 The seers of the Veda 

declared that 'the whole cosmos is the manifestation of word 

(Sabda) and this cosmos. is evolved out of the Veda.'21 So, it 

seems to us that Bhartrhari was influenced by Vedic tradition. 

Bhartrhari examines language from three perspectives -

1. Sabda or language as a tattva is a metaphysical 

principle. 

2. Sabda as a matter of loka-vyavahara is something 

as it is used. 

3. Sabda as a matter of sastra-vyavahara, stands as an 

object of analytical and grammatical study. 

He uses the term vyavahara to refer "the use of words to 

communicate one's thought or exchange of ideas.22 

In VP, there are two kinds of languages, one is the root 

cause of manifestation (nimitta) and which is eternal, is known 

as sphota and the other is the applied . (prayujyate), which is 

20 lyer, K.A.Subramania (1969), Bhart[hari: A Study of the Vakyapadiya .. Poona, page. 402 
21 VP.I.9 

Satya visuddhistatrokta viddhevekapadiigamii/ 

Yukta pra(lavariipe(la sarvaviidavirodhinii/1 
22 K.A.S. Iyer, (1965), The Vakyapadlya of Bhart[hari, Ch.l, Poona: Deccan College, V{tti on l.l; 

Iyer's notes. Here, hedraws support from Helaraja's commentary. 
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manifested, to convey meaning, is called as nada/dhvani and it 

is produced. The produced sort is involved in usage and reflects 

the nature of language. 

As seen in the TLP, earlier in the development of 

Wittgenstein's philosophy, he thought a language was a picture 

of the world but, later, in the PI, this view was rejected and 

language, as a concept, came to be seen as something which is 

a simple product, cannot be defined for its complex process. 

In the TLP, he maintains that the language is a natural 

symbol-system and to him "everyday language is a part of 

human organism and is no less· complicated than it...".23 There, 

he accepts that the sense is manifested in the ordinary or 

natural language. He believes that the logical form of language is 

mirrored in language24 and so there is no necessity of assuming 

a higher or ideal language to reflect the logical form and the 

logical form itself is not a part of natural language. He says, .. In 

fact, all the propositions of our everyday language, just as they 

stand, are in perfect logical order (§ 5.5563). 11 Wittgenstein 

thinks in his early and later philosophy that ordinary language is 

logically perfect. What philosophy has to do, for Wittgenstein, is 

to make the perfect logical order present in our ordinary 

language perspicuous to us. In the TLP, Wittgenstein thinks that 

we can use Frege's Begriffsschrift to do this. He does not try to 

construct an ideal language for philosophy. In other words, he 

does not think of any meta-language or meta-logic. Everything is 

already present in ordinary language. 

23 Wittgenstein,L~dwig.(l96l),Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, D.F. Pears and B.F. McGuinness 

(trans.) New York: Humanities Press, 4.002 
24 1bid. TLP 4.121 
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Then, in PI, Wittgenstein considers language as an 

instrument, a tool, and a language has been learned only when 

we can play the various games that constitute the language. 25 

Words have a multiplicity of uses and to understand a word is to 

understand the uses to which it is put. It is confusing, therefore, 

to consider words as merely standing for objects. Here to him, 

"language" is not a single phenomenon. Instead it is the name of 

the class of an indefinite number of language-games. 

Wittgenstein drew an analogy between language and an ancient 

city to help in explaining what he meant: 

"Our language can be seen as an ancient city: a maze of 

little streets and squares, of old and new houses with additions 

from various periods; and this surrounded by a multitude of new 

boroughs with straight regular streets and uniform houses."26 

Wittgenstein, in the PI, gives many examples of language

games, these are as follows-

• Giving orders, and obeying them; 

• Describing the appearance of an object, or giving its 

measurements; 

• Constructing an object from a description (a 

drawing); 

• Reporting an event; 

• Speculating about an event; 

• Forming and testing a hypothesis; 

• Presenting the results of an experiment in tables and 

diagrams; 

• Making up a story, and reading it; 

25 Wittgenstein (1953) Philosophical Investigations, G.E.M.Anscombe (trans.) New York: 

Macmillan Co. p. 151 
26 Ibid. p. 8. 
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• Play-acting; 

• Singing catches; 

• Guessing riddles; 

• Making a joke, telling it; 

• Solving a problem in practical arithmetic; 

• Translating from one language into another; 

• Asking, thanking, cursing, greeting, praying etc. 

The story behind his theory of language game is that 

Wittgenstein one day saw a football game being played in a field 

as he was passing by. He was then come to encounter the 

thought that in language we play games with words. This 

incident in fact helped him to accept the concept of language

game. Here, he assumes the languages as tools e.g. pliers, a 

saw, a screw-driver, a rule, a glue-pot, glue, nails and screws 

etc. The functions of words are as diverse as the functions of 

these objects. 27 A language-game cannot be understood outside 

the context into which the language is woven. The total 

environment in which the language is used is part of the 

language game or, as Kenny stated it, "the words plus their 

behavioural surroundings make up the language-game. "28 The 

study of language-games means the study of the use of 

language against the background and within the context of a 

form of life. All activities in the language that we understand, 

expressions of our form of life, and as Wittgenstein states, "to 

imagine a language means to imagine a form of life. "29 To him, 

Language includes rules establishing certain linguistic practices. 

Rules of grammar express the truth that it is our practice to say 

27 Ibid. p. II 
28 Kenny, Anthony. (l9.73)Wittgenstein, London: The Penguin Press, p. I4. 
29 Opcit. p. 8. 
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this (e.g. "half past twelve") and not that (e.g. "half to one"). 

Agreement is essential to such practices. 

Regarding the definition of language Chomsky asserts, 

'From now on I will consider a language to be-a set (finite or 

infinite) of sentences, each finite in length and constructed out of 

a finite set of elements.'30 He regarded language as the set of 

all the linguistic products that can be constructed according to a 

certain rules. Wilhelm von Humboldt, was the first European 

linguist to identify human language as a rule-governed system, 

rather than just a collection of words and phrases paired with 

meanings. 31 This idea is one of the bases of Chomsky's concept 

of language. Chomsky frequently quotes Humboldt's description 

of language as a system which "makes infinite use of finite 

means", meaning that an infinite number of sentences can be 

created using a finite number of grammatical rules. 

According to Chomsky, language as an external social 

object is unfruitful. Language faculties as natural object, is part 

of our biological endowment. Human beings are genetically 

endowed with a highly specific 'language faculty'. Children are 

not born with a predisposition to learn any language rather than 

another. All children are born with the same ability to learn any 

languages. In his view, a large part of this knowledge is innate, 

a matter of a biological endowment specific to humans. We may 

therefore assume that all children, regardless of race and 

parentage, are born with the same ability for learning languages, 

and in normal circumstances children will develop as what we 

may call 'native speaker' of that language, which they use in the 

community in which they are born and spend their early years. 

3° Chomsky, N~am, (1971) Syntactic Structures, Hague: Mouton, p. 13, 
31 Encyclopcedia Britannica, 1911 
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But here a question arises that 'how does the child manage to 

develop the creative command, of his native language, which 

allows him to produce and understand sentences, which he has . 

never heard before?' To answer this question, Chomsky would 

propose to say that it is only possible if we assume that the child 

is born with the knowledge of the highly restrictive principle of 

'UG.'32
, it is a finite set of interactive principles, which allow for 

parametric variation, with in a certain range. Chomsky 

introduced the terms !-language and E-language, to distinguish 

the terms Internalised language or natural language with 

Externalised language or social languages. For him, !-language 

exists in the mind, ultimately exists in the brain and this is the 

proper object of scientific study. E-language comprehends the 

common notion of languages like Dutch, English, and German 

etc. 

2.2 In what sense language is autonomous? 

There is the view that language is a stable, autonomous 

system, which can and should be seen as immanent, sufficient in 

itself, and independent of other factors, e.g. the contexts where 

language is used. Autonomous linguistics implies, first of all, that 

language structure can be studied without regard to the· use of 

language. But, whether language is autonomous or not, is a big 

question. To answer this question we have to spell out different 

types of language. The revolution of linguistic philosophy actually 

hinges on the slogan that philosophy is language and language is 

philosophy, where the term 'is' uses in the terms of philosophy, 

that means language is identical with philosophy and vice-versa. 

32 Chomsky, Noam,(l965), Aspects Of The Theory of Syntax, Cambridge (Massachusetts): The 

MIT Press. 
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However regarding the nature of language, philosophers of 

linguistic persuasion have classified language into two broad 

categories viz. ordinary language philosophy (natural language) 

and logical language philosophy. Now, to examine the autonomy 

of language, we have to examine it, in terms of logical/artificial 

and ordinary language. The term 'autonomy' means independent 

or self-evident. It is independent in the sense that it is not 

bounded by any other rules; it is completely free from any sort 

of characterization, formalization, articulation. It is something 

self-illuminating, illuminates without any inference of rules. 

2.2.1 PaQini's view 

In the early centuries BC, Pal)ini's grammar came to be 

seen as prescriptive and later commentators became fully 

dependent on it. In Ad, Pal)ini laid down about 4000 brief rules 

of vaious nature: definition (sarfdfia), interpretative canon 

(paribha~), injunction (vtrfdhi), restriction (niyama), extention 

(atidesa), governance (adhikara), prohibition (ni~dha), 

repetition (anuvada), option (vibha$CJ) and irregularity 

(nipatana). 

These rules are Salfdfia sutra (definitions/technical rules), 

paribha~ sutra (rules of interpretation or application), vidhi 

sutra (operational rules), niyam sutra (restriction rules), atideso 

sutra (extension rules), adhikara sutra (heading rules). In 

addition to these rules, there are other rules such as ni~dha 

sutra (negation rules), nipata sutra(adhoc rules) and vibha~ 

sutra. 

All these rules can be grouped into two types: operational 

and applicational. These two groups of rules in turn can be 
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subcategorised into utsarga (general) and apavada (exception) 

rules. Both Sati[jfia and paribha$li rules can be mentioned as an 

essential part of the meta-linguistic language of Pal)ini. For 

example, pratyahara sutra for markers or symbols, technical 

terms such as· tT, bha etc. For the sake of brevity and clarification 

Sati[jfia and paribha$li have been used in Ad. 

Application or interpretive rules are traditionally known as 

paribha$lis, which can be translated as . meta-rules or meta

language, principles, theorems, or auxiliary hypotheses. 33 Pal)ini 

does not use the term paribha$li in Ad. Patanjali had first used 

the term paribha$li, but he had not offered any definition. It is 

interesting that he compares paribha$li with a lamp, which, 

being situated in a place, illuminates the whole place. In fact, 

the application rules also include definitions/technical rules. 

Pal)ini's Ad has about seventy-five paribha$li sutras and most of 

these are listed in the first adhyaya of Ad. In addition to 

paribha$li sutras of Pal)ini, paribha$lis have been discussed and 

critically examined in the Paribha~dusekhara of Nagesa Bhatta 

and also in the Paribha$livrtti of Vyadi. His work is an important 

work along with the collection of paribha$lis. Paribha~dusekhara 

has examined about 132 paribha$lis. Pal)ini did not give 

metarules (paribha$li) for all the norms of interpretation. But in 

course of time tradition was interrupted and hence the rules in 

their turn have also become ambiguous for want of clearity in 

anuvrtti. The paribha$li sutras help the student to determine the 

function of operational rules on the course of discussion. 

Katyayana has also framed some metarules. Nagesa has 

presented the paribha$lis, which he received from bhli$Ya and 

33 Wujastyk, Dominik (1993), Metarules of Pa(linian Grammar, London: Egbert Forsten 

Publishing. 
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the usages of common people. A student might be confused on 

the operational process whether the replaced come in its place 

or its pilrva or para: sthane adesa!J uta pilrva!J parova. When 

dispute arises on certain occasions then paribha$li help the 

people to find out a solution. The definition of paribha$li is 

aniyame niyamakari(li paribha$ij. These paribha$ijs are self

defined, i.e. they do not require others for their own existence. 

Let us define the nature of some of the paribha$li siltras of 

PaQini: 

1. adyantau T akitau 1.1.46 (an increment addition) 

marked with T as it constitutes the initial (adi) of the unit to 

which it is added, and one marked with k as it constitutes the 

final (anta). For example, bhil+ tum= bhiJ+iT+tum (iT by 

7.2.35)= bhavitum. 

2. taparastatkalasya 1.1. 70. A (vowel) phoneme 

followed or preceded by marker T denotes a homogeneous 

phoneme of its time duration (tat-kalasya) 

3. tasminniti nirdi${e pilrvasya 1.1.66. A form stated in 

the locative case denotes an element, the unit preceding which 

(pilrvasya) is subject to the grammatical operation introduced by 

that statement. This paribha$ij-siltra indicates 'the right context', 

before which the operation takes place·. For example, in the 

siltra-iko ya(l aci 6.1. 77, aci is in the locative case and denotes 

the 'right context' before which the phonological operation takes 

place. 

4. tasmadityuttarasya 1.1.67. A form stated in the 

ablative case denotes an element, the unit following which is 

subject to the grammatical operation introduced by the rule. 

The paribha$li-siltra denotes 'the left context', after which 

the operation takes place. For example, in the siltra -tinil atiilab 
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8.1.28 atinal} is in the ablative case and denotes a pada, which 

ends in a verbal ending (tiN) and follows a pada which does not 

end in a verbal ending (atiN), and has no udatta accent. Thus, 

8.1.28 assigns anudatta to pacati in the sentence sa odanam 

pacati. 'he cooks rice' only when pacati occurs after a non-tiN 

pad a. 

5. $a$!hi sthaneyoga 1.1.49. The sixth ($C3$/hi) sUP 

triplet is used to indicate that the expression, after which it is 

introduced, is the substituendum. 

This paribha~-siltra explains the use of the genitive case, 

which stands for the substituendum on which the rule operates. 

For example, in the siJtra-iko yal}aci 6.1. 77, ikal} is in the 

genitive case and it means 'in the place of iK'. These metarules 

explain the use of three cases: ablative, genitive and locative in 

the formulation of the siJtras. In other words, these paribha~

siJtras determine the domain of phonological/ grammatical 

operations. 

6. Svaritenadhikaral} 1.3.11. Elements, which are to 

serve as governing rules (adhikaral}) or section heading valid in 

the subsequent rules, are marked with the svarita 'circumflex' 

accent. This siJtra defines the jurisdiction of a rule. 

7. Viprati~dhe param karyam 1.4.2. When there is 

incompatibility between two rules, which can equally apply in a 

given domain, what is provided by the subsequent rule should 

operate. 

This paribha~-siJtra determines the relative priority in 

application of conflicting rules. 

8. Sthanivadbhava: As a major phenomenon in 

Sanskrit, every replacement involves either a letter or a word, or 

a certain part of it. It is not easy to determine the. exact extent 
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of what is being replaced with a substitute. For example, since a 

reference to a stem or so is generally inclusive of its augmented 

variant, it is expected that, like the unaugmented stem, which is 

earmarked with the sixth case-ending in a rule as the sthanin 

(original) of the intended substitute, its augmented variant too 

would undergo replacement. Moreover, the sthanin may, 

otherwise, be enlarged with a prefix or so in a compound (e.g. 

nirjara, a compound of nir-and-jara). 34 

Thus, the function/objective of these paribha~-sDtras is to 

define the vidhi-sDtras (operational rules) and also to demarcate 

their domain of application. 

2.2.2 Bhartrhari's view 

Bhartrhari's philosophy of language is theoretically 

autonomous. After, going through his philosophical analysis of 

language-in-use, one may be left with the impression that his 

concept of Sabdabrahman draws its logical support from the 

former and not the vice versa. The theory of spho{a is the anchor 

sheet of his inquiry about "how language functions?" This inquiry 

ultimately leads him to the conception of Reality in the form of 

Sabda-tattva. According to Bhartrhari, words and meanings are 

not created by any human being or divine person. The 

fundamental idea is that both, the expressive word and the 

meaning expressed, are present in the consciousness of the 

speaker and the hearer. In other words, the hearer and the 

speaker share the same Sphota (which by no means equivalent 

to a set of the rules of syntax and convention of a language). 

34 Das, Karunasindhu (1986), paribhii!jiis in the Pii(Jinian System of Grammar, Calcutta: Sanskrit 

Book Depot, p.24. 
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When the speaker desires to say something he grasps the unit of 

meaning first, and then expresses it in a sequential form of 

utterance, syllable by syllable. The hearer on the other hand, 

grasps the sequential and audible words first and these words 

evoke his "linguistic potency" and through it he understands 

what the speaker intends to say. It is this potency which makes 

it possible for him to express his intention in the form of 

utterance. So from the speaker's standpoint the linguistic 

potency or the principle of language is the cause (nimitta) of the 

uttered sounds. But from the hearer's standpoint the utterance 

by the speaker allows the hearer to refer to his potency to 

understand meaning. In this case the spoken words are the 

cause of understanding the meaning. 

In Bhartrhari's philosophy, the concept sphota is the 

ultimate principle of linguistic communication. In the 

Brahmaka(J(ia, the first chapter of VP, Bhartrhari identified 'word' 

with sabda, spho{a, and logos. In his philosophy, sphota is an a 

priori meaning whole, which is fully perceived in the mind of the 

speaker before he begins to speak, and is latent in the minds of 

all hearers. The uttered sounds serve only to manifest to the 

hearer sphota, which is already latent in his consciousness and 

which is identical with the speakers' initial sphofa. There are two 

types of words, one is the cause of sound and the other is 

associated with the meaning. 35 When we communicate, the 

Sphota is manifested in the form of uttered words, which along 

with the manifesting itself, it manifests the meaning of it. It is 

the inseparable unit of meaning, which is connected with verbal 

35 VP.I.44 

Dvav upiidiina!abde§U sabdau sabdavido viduf:V 

Eko nimittarh sabdiiniim aparo'rthe prayujyate/1 
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dispositional ability of the speaker as well as listener. The 

concept sphota is not originally offered by Bhartrhari. He has 

used it at the fundamental concept of the study of language. 

Later grammarians have successfully developed the theory 

further. In spite of some metaphysical foundations his 

philosophy of language is theoretically autonomous. 

The term 'sphota' means the 'Real-word', 'Logos', 'Real 

Language', the 'Bearer of meaning' etc. Sphota is derived from 

the root 'sphut; which can be translated as "bursting forth" or 

whichr::'has a tendency to manifest itself. Nagesa accepts Sphota 

as a meaning bursts forth, which is expressed through the 

utterances. Its etymological history dates back to PaQini's 

reference to the term 'spho(ayana' in his treatise Ad. Haradatta, 

the follower of PaQini believed that Sphotayana was the first 

propounder of the spho(a doctrine. 36 Yaska however refers to 

another ancient scholar adumbarayaQa, who propounded the 

philosophy of spho(a. 37 Patanjali in his Mahabhawa discusses 

about the concept of spho(a. According to him, spho(a signifies 

speech/language, and the audible sound (dhvani) is its special 

quality. The audible sound may be variable depending on the 

speaker's mode of utterance, whereas spho(a as the unit of 

speech is not subject to such variations. But, Bhartrhari has 

developed the idea spho(a in a completely different way. For him 

spho{a is neither a meaning bearing unit nor a linguistic sign. It 

is something more than that. Bhartrhari holds that the meaning 

bearing unit Sphota is a part less, indivisible whole. When the 

speaker and the hearer share the common spho{a, meaning is 

communicated. Sphota is connected with inherent linguistic 

36 Haradatta, Padamaiijarl. 
37 Y iiska, Nirukta, 1.1. 
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potency (Sabda bija or Sabda bhavana) present within all 

conscious human beings. Therefore human beings have a natural 

linguistic competence. When the speaker intends to say 

something, he grasps the unit of meaning first, and then 

expresses it in a sequential form. The hearer, on the other hand, 

catches the audible and sequential forms of words first and these 

words evoke his linguistic potency, and this gives him the 

competence to understand what the speaker intends to say. If 

the speaker's utterance fails to arouse the linguistic potency 

there is a gap in communication. On the other hand, if the 

hearer is able to grasp the sense conveyed by the speaker then 

an incomplete sentence is enough for the purpose. In this case 

he need not listen to the. whole series of words to assess the 

meaning, nor does he require to mentally computing the uttered 

words to gather the unitary sense conveyed. The ability to 

express meaning and apprehend the meaning is potent in the 

sphofa, which refers to the human linguistic potency (Sabda 

bhavana). Sphofa, is sabdabhavana (linguistic potency), remains 

latent in speaker and hearer's mind. Sphota is the sense of an 

expression, speaker can meaningfully express it by an utterance 

and the listener can grasp it for the presence in his mind. 

Sounds are primarily concerned with the task of revealing the 

real word and once this is done, the meaning is automatically 

expressed. He describes 'word' or sphota as a self-luminous 

identity, because it can reveal itself as well as the object that 

comes into contact with it. 38 Sphota remains unaffected all the 

time, because the word is neither a 'previous' nor 'a 

38 VP. 1.55 

griihyatvarh griihakatvarh ca dve saktl tejaso yathii/ 

tathaiva sarvasabdiiniimete p[fhagavasthite/1 
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subsequent', it is the speech-sounds which are produced in 

sequence. But the non-sequential is revealed as sequential as if 

it were divided. We cannot obtain the vision of sphota without 

sounds (dhvani or nada). 39 

2.2.3. Wittgenstein's view 

How can language be in any sense autonomous? 

Wittgenstein has answered this question, in Zettel §320, where 

he writes: 

"Why don't I call cookery rules arbitrary, and why am I 

tempted to call the rules of grammar arbitrary? Here, 'cookery' 

is defined by its end, whereas 'speaki'ng' is not. That is why the 

use of language is in a certain sense autonomous, as cooking 

and washing are not. You cook badly if you are guided in your 

cooking by rules other than the right ones; but if you follow 

other rules than those of chess you are playing another game; 

and if you follow grammatical rules other than such-and-such 

ones, that does not mean that you are saying something wrong, 

no, you are speaking of something else"40 

We cook badly if we don't follow particular rules of 

cooking, but we can't play chess badly if we do not follow the 

rules of chess. To play chess we should necessarily follow the 

rules of chess. In cooking, it is the goal of tasty food that 

39 VP.I.48 

niidasya kramajanmatviinna piirvo na paraica sal)/ 

AkramaiJ kramariipe(la bhedaviiniva jiiyate/1 
40 Wittgenstein, Ludwig, (1967) Zettel, G.E.M. Anscombe and G.H. von Wright (eds.), G.E.M. 

Anscombe (trans.), Oxford: Blackwell. p. 320 
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determines the requisite activity, the rules to be followed, but 

one still cooks if the rules are not followed exactly. 

As Wittgenstein says: "You cook badly if you are guided in 

. your cooking by rules other than the right ones; but if you follow 

other rules than those of chess you are playing another game; 

and if you follow grammatical rules other than such and such 

ones, that does not mean you say something wrong, no, you are 

speaking of something else".41 

Wittgenstein accepts that the use of language is in a 

certain sense autonomous. The use of language is autonomous 

in this sense does not mean either that it is autonomous in every 

sense, or that it is uninfluenced by anything outside it. Secondly, 

it does not mean that it is a free-floating phenomenon 

unaffected by anything else. 

Wittgenstein holds that the use of language can be said to 

be autonomous. First, because, it is not agreeable to an end or 

purpose outside itself; and second, it is not dependent for being 

what it is on the nature of the things which it is about. The use 

of language is self-governed in the way the rules are 

autonomously real in the language-game. Rules are internally 

related to the structure of language and the world. To him, 

Language game and the games are surely rule-governed 

activities, like giving and obeying orders, asking and answering 

questions etc. If, in any given language, one cannot ask 

questions, give orders, describe things, or make requests, then 

these activities do not exist there. That means it seems to be 

meant by saying that language-games are expressions of a form 

41 Wittgenstein, L. (1974): Philosophical Grammar. R, Rhees (ed.) A. Kenny (trans.), Oxford: 

Basil Blackwell. PG p.l84-85 
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of life.42 In a form of life, when a person asks a question to 

another person, then it is supposed that he must answer; when 

someone calls a person, his job is to go to him. If these rules did 

not obtain, the language-game could not exist, for it consists 

precisely in acting in accordance with them. 

Language, as many individual game or games as a class, is 

autonomous, which needs no justification and it is not a product 

of ratiocination, nor constantly is associated with parallel thought 

processes. Consequently, using language can neither be 

invented nor learned in that way, because, only someone who 

can already use language could devise or learn rules. In other 

words, new forms of language or new language-games come 

into existence while others become outdated and are forgotten. 

According to Wittgenstein, the term "game" has a variety of uses 

and refers to no outside "object" or essential nature. After 

examining various games, Wittgenstein concluded that there is 

no essential characteristic in different games. Actually among 

different games, we see a complicated network of s•milarities 

overlapping and crisscrossing: sometimes overall similarities, 

sometimes similarities in detail. Here, Wittgenstein has used the 

term 'family-resemblance', to describe this situation. 

Wittgenstein emphasises the fact that language and its 

grammar cannot be justified by anything outside language since 

nothing exists outside language. In other words, "any kind of 

explanation of a language presupposes language, which is 

already there. In a certain sense, the use of language is 

something that cannot be taught, i.e. I cannot use language to 

teach it in the way in which language could be used to teach 

42 Hartnack, Justus.(1965) Wittgenstein and Modem Philosophy, Maurice Cranston (trans.), New 

York UniversftyPress, p. 66 
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someone to play the piano, and that of course is just another 

way of saying: I cannot use language to get outside language"43 

Wittgenstein suggests the analogy of language with chess 

to illustrate the autonomy of language. Meaning takes place 

within the game of chess, just as winning occurs within the game 

and not outside of it. Hence, for meaning, it is not essential to 

point to some object outside of the game of chess. At the same 

way, Language also requires no justification for its existence or 

meaning. In a sense~ the rules of language are arbitrary, 

because, like the rules of chess, their aim is that of language 

itself. 

2.2.4 Chomsky's view 

Chomsky seems to say that the conception of language as 

an external social affair is unfruitful but it is the natural faculty 

as a natural object that is past of our biological endowment. 

Chomsky wants to free the grammatical (or syntactical) concepts 

from the dependence on vague semantic notions and to define 

them in specific formal terms. According to him, syntax is of 

primary importance in the construction of a grammar, and 

grammar can be studied as "autonomous and independent of 

meaning'. Searle believes that Chomsky's stress on syntax 

comes from a particular perspective. Searle writes, "Man, for 

Chomsky, is essentially a syntactical animal. The structure of his 

brain determines the structure of his syntax, and for this reason 

43 Wittgenstein,(l964), Philosophical Remarks. R. Rhees (ed.), R. Hargreaves and R. White 

(trans.), Oxford: Basil Blackwell, sect.6 
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the study of syntax is one of the keys, perhaps the most 

important key, to the study of the human mind.'144 

Chomsky argues for a highly cognitive account of linguistic 

competence. He thinks that human language use is rule

governed in a very strong way. Linguistic behaviour is controlled 

by rules explicitly represented in the mind of the speaker, rules 

of which the speaker is cognizant, though not consciously aware. 

Knowledge of these rules tells the speaker which strings of words 

are sentences and what sentences mean. Finally, many of the 

rules governing linguistic behaviour are innate. We born with the 

pre-programmed with information about the kinds of rules, 

although we will need to learn it, to Jearn a language or to invent 

a new language. We have innate knowledge of UG. Now if a 

speaker understands English in virtue of knowing rules for its 

employment these rules cannot be in English or any particular 

language. These rules help to learn any language for instance 

Japanese, English etc. Hence, it is impossible to understand 

Japanese, without the help of Japanese dictionaries also. 

Chomsky in his works, particularly in ATS (1965) 

hypothesised that children are endowed with an innate 'UG' 

developing autonomously, i.e. independently of other cognitive 

domains. He has clearly mentioned that UG is a biological-based 

entity. Chomsky (1965, 1972a) has applied some attributes viz. 

universality, innateness, species-specificity, and autonomy to his 

concept of the language capacity. According to him, this 

language capacity is universal, non-derivable in evolution from 

44 Searle, J (1974) 'Chomsky's Revolution in linguistics' in Noam Chomsky: Critical Essays, G, 

Harman (ed.) New York: Anchor books, p.l5. 
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lower species, creative45
, and genetically programmed. Here, 

Chomsky (e.g. 1980, 1981) would claims that grammar is both 

internally modular and autonomous with regard to nonverbal 

cognition, and above all to those aspects of semantics that are 

related to common sense knowledge. Intimately related to the 

autonomy hypothesis is the claim that essential principles of 

language acquisition are innate, i.e. genetically programmed. 

According to more recent revisions of generative grammar, the 

innate 'UG' is autonomous with regard to other cognitive 

domains and is itself organized into modular subsystems of 

principles. Human beings are not born with an innate ability to 

speak a language, but with an innate ability to acquire the ability 

to speak a language. They Jearn their languages in the 

communities, where they born and brought up. Learning one's 

first language is part of the process of acculturation. Chomsky 

concludes "that grammar is autonomous and independent of 

meaning and that probabilistic models give no particular insight 

into some of the basic problems of syntactic structure."46 

He is of the opinion that if the grammar of a language is 

'supplemented' by U.G, that is the part of the human biologically 

endowed language faculty, then we will be able to see the modus 

operandi of the organisation of a particular grammar. 

U.G comes from Chomsky's interest in arriving at a 

generalisation of the formal properties of the particular 

grammars of particular languages. The term 'grammar' has 

many dimensions. Grammar means, in one sense, the ordinary 

English grammar which has been artificially constructed. 

45 Chomsky's notion of the 'creativity of language use' is not based on Cartesian substance dualism 

(Chomsky & Hampshire 1968; Chomsky 1988: 145). 
46 Chomsky (1957), Syntactic Structure, The Hague: Mouton. P. 17 
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Chomsky would conceive a different type of grammar which is 

internal, mentally presented and biologically or genetically given 

i.e. universal in its nature. Chomsky has explicitly claimed that 

universal grammar might be a biologically-based entity. The 

principle of autonomy of syntax is most extensively discussed by 

Chomsky47 Chomsky's belief in the absolute uniqueness of 

natural language led him to postulate a highly specific, innate 

faculty of language, when in fact many features of language can 

be at least partially explained by relating them to various forms 

of non-verbal communication. 

2.3 A Contrast 

Pal)ini tries to analyse language in the descriptive way and 

his work is totally based on technical method. Chomsky 

maintains that Pal)ini has applied transformational rules in his 

grammar. Like the transformational grammarians, the syntax or 

structural part of language has been stressed in his Sanskrit 

language. 

Bhartrhari was the scholar of Pal)ini and his work VP is the 

developed form, based on Pal)inian grammar. Like, Pal)ini, 

Bhartrhari also holds that grammar is the ultimate path 

(rajmarg) without which we can't be able to understand the 

reality, even about a single word. 

As Chomsky, Bhartrhari has also accepted language 

(sabda) from two perspective, namely 1) Internal (Sphota), and 

2) External (Nada}/(dhvani). Chomsky accepts the UG, whereas 

47 Chomsky (1977) E~says on Form and Interpretation, Essays on Form and Interpretation, New 

York: North Holland. p. 37-44. · 
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Bhartrhari accepts Universal Language or Sabda-brahman. 

Bhartrhari maintains, the 'word sense' as a seed in the mind. It 

exists there as a congenial thing or as a thing about the 

beginning of which nothing can be said. The sense is not the 

product of the human mind itself. The sensory behaviour is 

congenial and intuitional; it is learnt without any teaching. 

Bhartrhari declares that all the sociological and behavioral sense 

of the human being depends upon the words, without which their 

existence cannot be felt. There is nothing in this world, which 

becomes usable only because of its own existence and still lying 

beyond the reach of the word. Even in the children there arises 

the sense of cognition, related to the inexplicable words, in their 

different expressional behaviour. This becomes possible only 

because of the seeds already present in the mind, due to the 

previous births or sociological refinement or tradition. Thus, if 

the 'word- sense' is not already there, then all the actions, li·ke 

the first movement of the sensory organs, the upward process of 

breath, and the striking at different places of pronunciation by 

the air etc, become impossible.48 The sense is the stimulating 

cause of all the speech- behaviour. In the same way Chomsky 

would conceive that a child is born with a perfect knowledge of 

UG, which is a fixed schema and he uses it in acquiring 

language.49 

Both the later Wittgenstein and Bhartrhari start with the 

presumption that language is communicative, and language can 

48 VP.I.122 

Adhal} kara(lavinyiisal} prii(Jasyordhvam samira(Jaml 

Sthiiniiniimabhighiitaica na vinii sabdabhiivaniit/1 
49Noam Chomsky, (1969)"Linguistics and Philosophy," inS. Hook, ed., Language and 

philosophy, New York University Press, p. 88. 
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be used to express various sorts of meanings. Despite this, their 

analysis of language results in radically different conclusions. 

Bhartrhari's analysis ends up with a holistic view of language; on 

the other hand Wittgenstein's analysis ends with a diversified 

account of language. This difference may be ascribed to their 

inherent purpose in taking up the problem of language. 

Bhartrhari was a grammarian- philosopher, so his affirmed task 

was to examine everything in terms of "what language presents'. 

Wittgenstein, on the other hand, was more or less concerned 

with the confusions and mix up problems created by the 

linguistic elements. In his PI, he investigates the nature of 

language to use it as a therapy. This is clear from the following 

passage: "Of course what confuses us is the uniform 

appearance of words when we hear them spoken or meet in 

. script or print. For their applications is not presented to us so 

clearly. Especially not, when we are doing philosophy"50 The 

language that we ordinarily speak, often leads us to form a 

picture of reality and this picture deceives us in some form of 

generalised world-view. Therefore, Wittgenstein conceives that 

the task of the philosopher is not to be trapped by the structural 

and grammatical analogies presented by language. This is 

reflected by the remark of Wittgenstein. He says', "Philosophy is 

a battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence. by means of 

language"51 . The ultimate aim of Bhartrhari and Wittgenstein, in 

handling the concept of language and meaning are radically 

50 Wittgenstein, Ludwig.(l953) Philosophical Investigation, Blackwell pub, P.I..Sec.II 
51 Ibid. Wittgenstein (1953), P./., Sect. 109. 
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opposite. Wittgenstein on TLP considers that the language and 

the reality (world) share the same logical structure. So by 

analysing the logical structure of language, we can clear up the 

logical structure of reality. According to early Wittgenstein and 

Russell, to determine the logic of the language we should 

analyse it into its simplest and unanalysable form. The simplest 

form of linguistic statement is the atomic proposition. These 

atomic propositions picture the simplest and unanalysable facts, 

called 'the atomic facts'. These atomic propositions, according to 

them, are not further analysable into proposition but to the 

elements, called the 'logical proper names' and these logical 

proper names refer to the simplest element of reality called 

'objects'. So at the linguistic level, the ultimate unit is the 

'proper name' which corresponds to the ultimate unit of 

referents, i.e., 'objects' and 'object' is the ultimate unit of 

referents. These 'objects' are neither objectively nor 

ontologically determined. They are logical and are assumed in 

the context of the logical analysis of language. For the Logical 

Atomists the abstracted unit is logically real but the whole 

cannot represent the real and the ultimately abstracted 'bit' is 

indivisible and unanalysable. But for Bhartrhari the whole is real 

and indivisible whereas the abstracted and analysed 'bits' are 

unreal and artificial. So their logically conclusion is entirely 

different from Bhartrhari's. The entire analysis of the Logical 

Atomists leads to a form of Referential theory of meaning. For 

the logical proper names must be hooked to the referent

'object'. The atomic propositions are a picture of atomic facts. In 

a sense, logically there are two parallel levels- the level of facts 

and the level of language, attached by the common logical 

structure. But in Bhartrhari's theory the level of referents and 
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the level of language are non-differentiable, as the referents and 

facts are not analysable except through language. 

According to Wittgenstein, language and its grammar 

cannot be justified by anything outside language since nothing 

exists outside language. In other words, "any kind of explanation 

of language presupposes that language is already there. In a 

certain sense, the use of language is something that cannot be 

taught, i.e. I cannot use language to teach it in the way in which 

language could be used to teach someone to play the piano-And 

that of course is just another way of saying: I cannot use 

language to get outside language"52
• Wittgenstein would propose 

to say that the use of language is self-governed in the way the 

rules are autonomously real in the language-game. Rules are 

internally related to the structure of language and the world. 

There cannot be a separate realm of rules in the Fregean or in 

the Chomskian sense except in the grammatical space itself. 

According to Chomsky, 'the idea that a language is based 

on a system of rules determining the interpretation of its 

infinitely many sentences is by no means novel. Language plays 

a great part in our life. Language must be used to ·study 

language from within, because without the knowledge of 

language, we can't define the very word language. Intimately 

related to the autonomy hypothesis is the claim that essential 

principles of language acquisition are innate, i.e. genetically 

programmed. This claim is based on what Chomsky (1967, 

1980: 34ff.) has called the 'argument from the poverty of 

stimulus', according to which there has to be an innate basis to 

language acquisition because the language stimuli received by 

52 Wittgenstein,(I964),Philosophical Remarks. R. Rhees (ed.), R. Hargreaves and R. White (trans.), 

Oxford: Basil Blackwell, sect.6 
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the child are insufficient for acquiring abstract grammatical rules 

solely via inductive learning (cf. Crain 1991). 

'Words', Wittgenstein emphasises, 'are deeds.' To learn a 

language is to learn to perform a wide variety of acts and 

activities that characterise the culture of a linguistic community 

- to give orders and obey them, to ask for reasons for action 

and to justify actions by reference to reasons, to describe 

objects or to construct objects from descriptions, to guess, to 

report events, to explain events and to explain human actions by 

reference to agential reasons, to listen to and to tell stories,· to 

crack jokes, to ask, to thank, to curse, to greet, to pray, and so 

on. Hence a language relates to a way of living, to the form of 

life and culture of a human community. Expressions of a 

language may be used correctly or incorrectly. They are correctly 

used if they are used in accordance with the received 

explanations of their meaning. The meaning of an expression is 

also a correlate of explanation - it is what is explained by an 

explanation of meaning. An explanation of meaning is a standard 

for the correct use of the expression - a rule for its use. 


